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Global property
investment
firm buys most
of 170-home
estate in Kildare

Dalton Philips,
chief executive of
the Dublin Airport
Authority: ‘We can’t
lose the competitive
position that we have’

Fergal Phillips

Round Hill Capital to put 135 houses at Mullen
Park in Maynooth on rental market after deal
believed to be worth €54 million
BY MICHAEL BRENNAN

A global property investment
firm with a €1 billion war
chest has pushed out firsttime buyers by purchasing
most of a 170-home estate in
the commuter belt.
The developers of the Mullen Park estate in Maynooth
in Co Kildare had been marketing new homes on the
estate to private buyers since
last year, with around 35 sold
so far.
But a real estate investment
trust called Round Hill Capital
has now agreed to buy up to
135 three and four-bed homes
on the estate so that they can
be put on the rental market.
The homes were on sale for
around €400,000, meaning
that the value of the deal could
be around €54 million.
Catherine Murphy, the
Social Democrats co-leader,
said it was another sign of the
growing influence of the real
estate investment funds in the
property market.
“It’s going to have a big
impact on first-time buyers.
I’ve been contacted by several
people who are very upset.
It’s a sign of things to come,”
she said.
Round Hill Capital opened
an Irish office in Dublin in
2019. On its website, it declares that it has over €1 billion of capital and is going
to deploy in Ireland on new
build-to-rent developments
and student accommodation.
Murphy said that REITs had
significant tax advantages
over private home buyers,
with a tax rate of 25 per cent
on their dividends to investors.
“Another aspect is that
there will be no local property tax, as is the case for all
new houses constructed since
2013,” she said.
Round Hill Capital was
involved in a €123 million

purchase of 297 apartments
in Northwood in north Dublin
last November with another
investment firm.
Last week, the company
announced that it had bought
112 family homes to rent in
Bay Meadows in Hollystown
in Dublin 15 in partnership
with another firm, SFO Capital Partners. Michael Bickford,
Round Hill Capital’s founder,
hailed how resilient the Irish
rental market had been during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
He said the Bay Meadows
purchase was “further evidence of the strong appeal of
the Irish build-to-rent sector
for institutional capital, attracted by its resilient, longterm yields”, in a statement on
his company’s website.
The news of the sale of the
Mullen Park estate to Round
Hill Capital was confirmed by
Sherry FitzGerald, the estate
agents who were dealing with
prospective buyers on behalf
of the developer.
In an email, it said: “We
have been advised by the
developer, Keltston Properties, that phases, 2, 3 & 4 have
been acquired by a real estate
investment firm, Round Hill
Capital, who will offer the
houses to the rental market.
Unfortunately, we will have

It’s going to have
a big impact on
first-time buyers.
It’s a sign of
things to come

no further houses for sale in
Mullen Park.”
The sale has also come as
a disappointment to Tuath,
the affordable housing body,
which was working with
Kildare County Council on
plans to buy most of the houses in the estate.
It was set to get state
funding to buy 142 of the 170
homes there, according to the
most recent social housing
report from the Department
of Housing. A Tuath spokeswoman confirmed it had
engaged in negotiations to
acquire new homes at Mullen Park, Maynooth. “Unfortunately, the association was
ultimately unsuccessful in
reaching an agreement with
the developer,” she said.
These homes would have
been rented to people on
Kildare County Council’s
social housing list. Aidan
Farrelly, a Social Democrats
councillor, said he is going
to question council officials
about the collapse of the
negotiations at the Maynooth-Clane muncipal district meeting on Friday.
Ivan Gaine, the managing
director of Sherry FitzGerald New Homes, which was
operating the now cancelled
sales process, said the firm
had huge empathy for all of
those seeking to purchase a
new home at the current time.
“The lockdown has had a
big impact on current supply across all areas of housing
need, be that home purchase,
rental, social housing or others. Demand is hugely outstripping supply,” he said.
When contacted about the
sale of Mullen Park homes, a
spokeswoman for Round Hill
Capital said it does not comment on “market rumours or
speculation” and would not
be providing a comment “at
this time”.

Airport boss says state must act to
mitigate damage dealt by Covid
BY PETER O’DWYER

Ireland’s current curtailment
of international travel is rapidly squandering decades of
advancement in Irish aviation
and risks creating significant
economic damage, the head
of the country’s two largest
airports has warned.
Dalton Philips, the chief
executive at DAA, said “substantive engagement” from
government on the industry’s
plan for restarting air travel
and an exit strategy from the
system of mandatory hotel
quarantine (MHQ) were urgently required.
“We can’t lose the competitive position that we have . . .
There needs to be an exit strategy. We could have variants of
concern for years and we’re at
odds with the rest of Europe.
“We punch above our
weight on a lot of things in
Ireland and one of them is
aviation. We’re rapidly losing what took 30 or 40 years
to build up and the ramifications of that will be significant
for our economy. We’re not
saying health shouldn’t take
primacy, we’re just saying let’s
have the debate,” Philips said.
DAA last Thursday announced full-year results for
2020 which showed it made
a €284 million loss as a result of the pandemic while
passenger numbers to Cork
and Dublin airports fell by 78

Beer could soon be twice as
expensive as it is in North
Coalition to introduce minimum unit pricing
within weeks, but drinks industry says law
should apply on an all-island basis
BY AARON ROGAN

Beer could be twice as expensive in the South compared
with Northern Ireland under the government’s plans
to introduce minimum unit
pricing (MUP) within weeks.
The public health initiative
is designed to lower alcohol
consumption by banning
offers on cheap drinks and
setting a minimum price of
10 cent per gram of alcohol.
The government had committed to delaying the changes
until a similar law was passed
in Northern Ireland, but has
since decided to move ahead
after Robin Swann, the DUP
Health Minister in Northern
Ireland, signalled that it will
not be introduced there until
2023.
Figures shared by Drink
Ireland, the lobby group,
with Frank Feighan, the junior
minister for public health, last
week showed that the cost of
some products will be twice
as much in the Republic, raising concerns that shoppers
will cross the border to buy
cheaper alcohol and groceries.
Based on prices in Asda in
Enniskillen over the bank
holiday weekend, the figures show that an 18-pack of
Magners Cider which costs
€12.61 when the currency is
converted, would cost €28.16

under MUP in Ireland – a 123
per cent difference. A pack
of 18 Carlsberg was €11.49 in
Asda this weekend but would
cost €23.78 under MUP – a 107
per cent difference.
A litre bottle of Famous
Grouse Scotch whiskey available for €18.37 in Asda Enniskillen would cost €31.60
under MUP, a 72 per cent
difference. Litre bottles of
Smirnoff vodka and Bombay London gin available for
€18.39 in Asda would cost
€29.63 under MUP, a 61 per
cent difference.
A ten-pack of Guinness
cans which cost €11.49 in
Asda this weekend would be
at least €14.25 under MUP, a
24 per cent difference.
Patricia Callan, director
of Drinks Ireland, said that
it supported the measure to
reduce alcohol misuse but
that it was imperative the law
was introduced on an all-island basis.
“The massive price differential that would result from
a unilateral move on MUP
would drive many price-sensitive households, who have
already been hard hit by the
pandemic, to shop across the
border.
“It would also place massive pressures on border businesses, and lead to an increase
in illicit alcohol smuggling at

the border, all at a vulnerable time for our economy,”
Callan said.
“Beyond alignment with
Northern Ireland, the introduction of MUP is logistically
very challenging for retailers
and drinks manufacturers, so
it’s important that a transition
period of at least one year is
provided to implement the
measure, in line with other
measures in the Public Health

The numbers

10c

Proposed minimum price
per gram of alcohol

€18.39
Advertised price of one
litre of mid-market vodka
or gin in an Enniskillen
supermarket this weekend

€29.63
Price for the same products
in the Republic after
minimum unit pricing

(Alcohol) Act 2018,” she said.
“In the context of this debate, it’s also important to
highlight that alcohol consumption in Ireland declined
last year by 6.6 per cent to its
lowest level in 30 years.
“This fall, while accelerated
by Covid-19 and the closure
of the hospitality sector, is
also in line with the fact that
alcohol consumption generally is declining in Ireland. The
average consumption in 2020
was 29.8 per cent lower than
the peak of 2001.”
An Ibec report from two
years ago estimated that a
unilateral MUP move would
increase the existing price differential on alcohol between
the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland from 27 per
cent to 38 per cent, resulting
in a direct loss to the Irish exchequer of €94 million.
Alcohol Action Ireland, a
public health campaign group,
said that “the greater public
good far outweighs the continued protection of private
commercial interest”.
“MUP will save lives, reduce
harm and release scarce public resources devoted to managing chronic alcohol related
harm.
“Alcohol-related inpatient
healthcare accounts for 11
per cent, or €1.8 billion, of
all public healthcare expenditure. While at a wider societal level it demands approximately €3.6 billion of health,
criminal justice, education
and social protection public
expenditure,” a statement
from the group said.

per cent from 35.5 million the
previous year to 7.9 million.
Turnover declined by 69
per cent from €935 million in
2019 to €291 million last year.
Passenger numbers for
the first three months of
2021, during which the government’s MHQ system was
introduced, were down a further 92 per cent on last year.
While it was “almost impossible” to forecast passenger numbers for 2021, Philips
said as few passengers could
pass through the state’s two
largest airports this year as
last.
“Last year, we did eight million and this year we could
easily do eight million again,”
he said.
Key construction projects
including the North Runway
at Dublin Airport and new
security screening systems
for aircraft hold baggage at
Dublin and Cork airports

proceeded last year despite
the impact of the pandemic
but DAA is consulting with
airlines and the Commission
for Aviation Regulation on the
scale of future works.
Prior to the pandemic, DAA
had a €2 billion programme
of capital works planned between 2020 and 2024.
None of the projects have
been abandoned yet, but DAA
will not complete its review
for between a year and 18
months.
DAA cut its workforce in
Ireland and overseas by 2,000
employees last year and introduced pay cuts of between
20 per cent and 45 per cent
across the organisation as
part of a major cost-cutting
programme which cut 42 per
cent off its cost base compared
with the previous year. All bar
about 200 employees have
had their pay restored.
Asked how many of the

2,000 jobs could be restored
when international travel resumes, Philips indicated that
it was unlikely a substantial
number of new hires would
be made over the coming
years.
“Certainly, with the headcount we’ve got at the moment we could accommodate
any sort of recovery for the
next couple of years,” he said.
DAA raised €500 million
through a bond issue in October 2020 and is satisfied it
is adequately funded.
Discussing the plan by aviation stakeholders recently
submitted to government for
the resumption of air travel,
Philips said: “There has been
engagement with government but I would say there
needs to be substantive engagement because we’re an
absolute outlier with the rest
of the EU; nobody has the
criteria [for flying] in place

that we do.”
Ireland could not take airlines and the connectivity
they provided the country for
granted and the longer there
was a lack of clarity on the
government’s plans for the
sector the more likely it was
that airlines would move their
operations to other countries,
he said.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin
has said Ireland will sign up
to the EU Digital Green Certificate which will provide
proof that a person has been
vaccinated against Covid-19,
received a negative test result
or recovered from the illness,
in order to facilitate travel
within the bloc. Work on its
implementation is ongoing.
“We’re going to need every
minister with an up-to-date
passport on a plane with us,
with Tourism Ireland and the
IDA back out and trying to
win business,” Philips said.

GET €2,000
AND GREAT RATES WHEN YOU

SWITCH
YOUR MORTGAGE TO AIB
We’ll pay €2,000 directly to
any current account you use
to pay your mortgage.
Find out more about switching
your mortgage at aib.ie

WE BACK BELIEF
Important Information: Switching is available for all Principal
Private Dwelling House (PDH) mortgage holders in Ireland who
have a mortgage with any other mortgage provider. We will require
that your mortgage repayments are not in arrears and that your
mortgage is not in negative equity, this is when the balance of your
current mortgage is greater than the current market value of your
property. Maximum loan to value of Owner Occupier Residential
Properties 90% of purchase price or valuation whichever is lower.
If you have a tracker mortgage with another mortgage provider,
switching your mortgage to AIB means you will lose your existing
tracker rate. We recommend you seek independent financial advice
before deciding to switch your mortgage.
Note: The above notice in respect of adjustments to repayment
rates will not apply during any period when the loan is at a
fixed rate. If you or your dependants intend to use the property
as a principal place of residence, you must show evidence of
mortgage protection insurance, unless you are exempt under
the Consumer Credit Act 1995. Maximum loan to value of
Owner Occupier Residential Properties - 90% of purchase price
or valuation whichever is lower. Lending levels are subject to
monthly repayment burden, typically not exceeding c. 35% of
borrower’s disposable income and will vary according to individual
circumstances. Loan requests considered on the basis of proof of
income, financial status and demonstrated repayment capacity
(including capacity to repay at higher interest rates). Mortgage
loans require to be secured by a mortgage and charge on the
subject property. Owner Occupier Property: A typical €100,000,

20 year mortgage for an Owner Occupier Residential Property with a variable
interest rate of 3.30% and APRC (Annual Percentage Rate of Charge) 3.37%, will
have 240 monthly repayments of €569.28. The effect of a 1% increase in interest
rates for such a mortgage will add €51.81 to the monthly repayments. Surcharge
Interest Arrears attract surcharge interest at 6% per annum in addition to the
interest rate that applies to the loan Lending criteria, terms and conditions will
apply. Over 18s. Allied Irish Banks, p.l.c. is an authorised agent and servicer of AIB
Mortgage Bank u.c. in relation to the origination and servicing of mortgage loans
and mortgages.
Allied Irish Banks, p.l.c. and AIB Mortgage Bank u.c. are regulated by the Central
Bank of Ireland.

WARNING: YOUR HOME IS AT RISK IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP
PAYMENTS ON A MORTGAGE OR ANY OTHER LOAN SECURED ON IT.
WARNING: THE PAYMENT RATES ON THIS HOUSING LOAN MAY BE
ADJUSTED BY THE LENDER FROM TIME TO TIME.
Warning: The cost of your monthly repayments may increase.
Warning: If you do not keep up your repayments you may lose
your home.
Warning: If you do not meet the repayments on your loan, your
account will go into arrears. This may affect your credit rating,
which may limit your ability to access credit in the future.
Warning: You may have to pay charges if you pay off a fixed-rate
loan early
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All supply is not good
supply. What’s the point in
a supply of housing that is
unaffordable, that is going to
push people into poverty?
FROM PAGE 11

to live in, it was an investment asset.
The idea of buy-to-let investors,
owning three and four homes, took
hold. It started small, but now has
become ever more professionalised,
according to Hearne.
Following the collapse of the Celtic
Tiger, the creation of Nama was an
invitation to so-called vulture funds
to buy up property. It gave these big
institutional investors a foothold in
Ireland. In 2012, a further tax-benefit
framework was created by Michael
Noonan, then finance minister, which
encouraged the creation of Real Estate
Investment Trusts (Reits) in Ireland.
These entities, which enjoy significant tax breaks, were fostered in
order to “facilitate the attraction of
foreign investment capital to the Irish
property market,” Noonan said. He
championed the creation of Reits as a
progressive move that would lead to a
“more sustainable, long-term property
rental market for both investors and
property tenants”.
Last week, the bulk purchase of
homes at Mullen Park was the latest
incidence, in an established trend, of
funds buying either newly completed
or undeveloped homes.
“An avenue through which international capital can invest in Irish residential property has been created by
policy,” Dr Michael Byrne, a lecturer
in the School of Social Policy, Social
Work and Social Justice in UCD, said.

Large inflows of capital

“The policy is exposing us to very
large, sudden inflows of capital. That
might increase the supply of rental
properties. However, the appetite to
invest is such that it’s going to push up
land and house prices.”
He said the fact that institutional
landlords were entering the market
wasn’t worrying in itself, it was the
speed at which capital was flowing
into the country that was concerning.
In 2018, €930 million was invested
by institutional landlords buying up
homes, mainly apartments, a Hooke
& MacDonald report said. A year later,
the figure was €2.36 billion. Last year,
despite the pandemic, 2,309 residential properties were acquired for a total
of €1.2 billion. A separate report by
CBRE said total investment by these
funds in residential housing during
2020 was closer to €1.75 billion.
Irish policy has fostered a suitable
environment for funds to operate in,
but there are other factors at play.
Byrne said a lot of the activity could
be down to monetary policy set
beyond the Irish jurisdiction that has
sought to increase the amount of capital swirling around in the marketplace.
“How much of this is actually being
driven by the loose monetary conditions? How much of this is about investors just being in a monetary
context of low interest rate environ-

ments, the quantitative easing and related policies from central banks that
really favour financial investors and
asset purchases?”
The purchase of the Mullen Park
homes by Round Hill Capital is quite
different to the typical activity of
funds. To date, they have targeted
apartment blocks in urban areas or
popular rental pockets of cities, not
suburban housing estates.
A recent CBRE report estimated that
around 15,550 residential units are
controlled by institutional investors in
Ireland, which only represents about 5
per cent of tenancies.
But the flow of capital into Ireland
means funds are getting a bigger foothold every year in the market. Round
Hill Capital, with its €1 billion to spend
on Irish residential property, could be
viewed as a small player. Other funds
have even bigger war chests.
The state doesn’t collect any data on
how much property is being acquired
by funds. The Property Price Register
gives limited insight into what homes
are being acquired en masse. Recorded
activity for 2021 shows homes are being bought in bulk for tens of millions
of euro by unknown buyers.
The only oversight is from sectoral
reports by the likes of Savills and CBRE
and funds declaring acquisitions. For
example, Round Hill Capital recently
announced that it had acquired
Catherine Murphy: accused
the government of fostering
an environment that favoured
funds
Fergal Phillips
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A plague on both
your houses:
Mullen Park is
a warning to
FF and FG
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Bay Meadows in Dublin 15, a new
development of 112 houses.
Byrne said the acquisition of housing estates was a new trend, but not
surprising. He said there was a view
among market actors that there was
now scope to expand beyond urban
cores because people’s habits were
changing.
“There appears to be a growing appetite among people to move out of
urban cores and to break into the suburbs and regional towns after the pandemic. The private rental sector reports
show the sector has spotted that trend,
so it makes sense they are looking at
housing estates now.
“In an Irish context, that is really
concerning, because you can really see
how, if the institutional capital starts
to move out into regional areas, that
would really disrupt the nature of the
housing system. Whether or not you
agree with it, the suburbs and commuter towns are the refuge of the firsttime buyer.”

Hitting head office targets

Byrne said it could be a case of these
funds simply buying what stock is in
front of them. They are eager to hit
their targets passed down from head
offices and need to add units to their
portfolio.
“There is the view that the stock isn’t
there in the cities among the sector.
A lot of the big players have wanted
to create portfolios of 5,000 or 6,000
units for several years. I interviewed
property consultants in 2017 and they
were talking about the frustration in
the sector, in that it’s really hard to get
your hands on units.”
Finally, Byrne said these funds eyeing up housing estates may be getting
in on the ground floor of a new trend
in the Irish rental sector.
He said ‘generation rent’ is growing
up now and a certain cohort, who still
can’t afford a home, will have a preference for larger houses and maybe
more family-friendly amenities and
quality of life.
“That creates a new type of rental
market. It makes sense for these funds
to think that there’s certainly a lot of
potential for expansion into buying
housing estates for let.”
A recent paper published by Byrne,
called ‘Institutional investment in
the private rental sector in the wake
of the Covid-19 pandemic’ reviewed
sentiment among these institutional
funds.
The analysis showed institutional
investors in residential property are
very bullish about the future as the
pandemic has proven their sector to be
very resilient and a safe bet.
“There has been a view for some
time that [the private rental sector] is
resilient or maybe even counter cyclical, and that this made it less risky
than some other forms of residential
property investment. From the point
of view of investors, property is con-

Mullen Park: families who could
have bought homes here may
now end up paying in excess
of €2,000 a month to rent the
house they wanted to buy
Fergal Phillips

sidered a somewhat risky asset class,
and certainly a lot more risky than
sovereign bonds.
“I feel like that view was really consolidated by the pandemic, because
the discourse in terms of the market
seems to be that the private rental
sector, especially the institutional
segment of that, fared better than
other comparable assets like office
and retail. So that has kind of consolidated the view that the private rental
sector can still be a sound investment
in times of economic turbulence and
even if we do see a recessionary period
coming out of the pandemic.”
Save for a dramatic intervention in
the taxing of these funds or curtailing
their activity, their investment in Ireland is likely to increase.
Last week, Tánaiste Leo Varadkar
was reluctant to row in behind calls to
tackle funds for this very reason. He
did not condone Round Hill Capital’s
bulk acquisition of homes, but he did
see funds having positive impacts in
terms of funding apartment projects
that developers will only start building
if they have an end buyer.
In this regard, the funds are responsible for delivering a lot of homes in
Ireland. A significant number of apartment projects are only on site because

If the institutional
capital starts to move
out into regional areas,
that would really
disrupt the nature of
the housing system. The
suburbs and commuter
towns are the refuge of
the first-time buyer

funds have agreed to buy them. Those
in the property sector who advocate
for funds point to this fact and claim
“all supply is good supply”.
Hearne said this is a baseless claim.
“All supply is not good supply.
What’s the point in a supply of housing that is unaffordable, that is going to
push people into poverty, that is going

to lock generation rent out of being
able to afford to buy a home? And also,
what good is the supply that is being
delivered by investors whose strategy
includes leaving units lie vacant if they
can’t achieve the rent they want.”
The Business Post has previously revealed that many funds in Ireland are
sitting on hundreds of vacant properties they brought to market, choosing
not to lower the rent, to forgo rental
income in a move to preserve the balance sheet value of the property.
Hearne said straightforward changes
to Irish law are needed to stamp out
this behaviour, including an overhaul
of how funds are taxed.
“The thing that needs to be done is
you implement policies like a vacant
homes tax, so investors can’t come
in and do this. And if we want a sustainable rental society, it’s also really
important that you remove the ability
to evict on sale and evict on refurbishments. Why are investors coming in
here? They’re coming in because the
government has failed to build affordable housing and has failed to ensure
the supply of affordable housing. We
have created the market for them. We
need to push back on the investors
and reduce their level of speculation
and also, the government has to dra-

Round Hill has €1bn to spend in Ireland
Round Hill Capital, a London-based property fund, has
been particularly active in the
Irish market since it opened its
Irish office in 2018.
Since it was founded in 2002,
the firm has invested more than
€6.5 billion in European real
estate.
The Irish unit, led by managing
director John Vaudin, entered Ireland with plans to spend
€1 billion acquiring homes to
rent and purpose-built student
accommodation.
In 2018, alongside QuadReal,
the Canadian property group,
it purchased Bridgefield, a

John Vaudin, managing director of
Round Hill Capital’s Irish unit

216-apartment complex for €84
million. Last year, it teamed up

with QuadReal again to purchased 297 apartments in the
Blackwood Square block in Santry, north Dublin for €123.5 million from Cosgrave Group.
In addition to its latest deal to
acquire a large amount of Mullen Park, it recently announced
the purchase of 112 homes in the
new Bay Meadows family home
development in Dublin 15 for an
undisclosed fee.
Round Hill Capital’s spending in
Ireland to date shows it has hundreds of millions of euro left over
in its €1 billion war chest that was
specifically set aside to invest in
Irish property.

The bulk purchase of homes at Mullen
Park struck a nerve last week with
the Irish public. Generation rent have
looked apathetically at the en masse
buying up of apartments in Dublin.
They were never aspirational homes
for first-time buyers in Ireland, but
starter homes in Maynooth are meant
to be.
The outcry exposed the fragile relationship between the two main parties
in government. Fine Gael is keen to
distance itself from the housing portfolio and blame issues on its coalition
partners, while Fianna Fáil is keen to
spin a narrative that it inherited a dire
situation.
This was reflected in the potshots
behind the scenes in parliamentary
party meetings held last week, but in
the Dáil, it was the opposition leaders
who led the discourse.
Mary Lou McDonald, the Sinn
Féin leader, and Catherine Murphy,
co-leader of the Social Democrats,
raised the matter of Mullen Park and
accused the government of fostering
an environment that favoured funds.
Micheál Martin replied: “The purchase by institutional investors of
completed housing estates is unacceptable and not consistent with
government policy. We do not want
institutional investors competing with
first-time buyers.”
He added that no county council
should be on the other side of this deal
and lease the homes from Round Hill

Capital for social homes.
“Let that go out loud and clear now
from government. No county council
should be on the other side of this engaging in a long lease with these institutional investors of that estate.”
The Taoiseach’s comments, however, were misleading. It is government
policy to lease from funds like Round
Hill Capital. Among the many missed
Rebuilding Ireland targets is one that
plans for 10,000 homes to be leased
on a long-term basis from institutional
funds under an enhanced scheme for
long-term leasing.
“The initiative will target newly built
or yet to be built houses or apartments
for leasing to minimise competition
with existing stock,” the policy said.
These homes come from funds.
Kildare County Council has confirmed it is not in talks to lease homes
in Mullen Park, but other councils
are very keen to lease homes from
institutional investors to boost social
housing stock. Dublin City Council
has calculated that more than 1,000
long-term-leased homes are in the
pipeline. Other councils like Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council
are already locked into deals to longlease apartments from pension funds
for more than €2,000 a month.
The public backlash to Mullen Park
has led to loose commitments by the
state to regulate how funds operate
and are taxed in Ireland.
Catherine Murphy said she was
concerned that we were going to end
up with something “half-hearted” that
would not curtail the activity of funds.
Darragh O’Brien, the Minister for
Housing, told the Business Post a plan
of action to combat funds bulk buying
housing estates would be comprehensively drawn up next week once legal
advice on the options available had
been set out by the Attorney General.
O’Brien said the action would be a
mix of changes to the tax treatment
of funds that bulk buy nearly entire
developments and amendments to
planning legislation that would start to
ringfence a certain number of homes
for private, individual buyers.
“I was asked earlier in the week
should we just ban these investment

family, the multibillionaires who own
the Power Corporation of Canada.
Power, indeed. Because that’s what
it ultimately boils down to. Irish
households have absolutely no power
to compete with this wall of money.
They are not competing with the Reit
per se, but the extremely wealthy
shareholders that finance the investment trusts. This feeling of powerlessness is what underpins the outrage felt
last week, particularly among younger
renters.
Thanks to a story in this newspaper,
it finally dawned on people, and a naive government it would appear, that
these investors are not just here to buy
one-bed apartments to rent to Facebook workers. They’re here to buy any
property that will command rental
income.

The background to how and why
the government invited these global
investors into the property market is
well told, as are the lucrative tax incentives that successive Fine Gael-led
governments put in place to make it
happen.
The government wanted to sell off
distressed assets, improve the balance
sheet of the banks, and kick-start the
return of house price increases. Rising
prices would enable households to
get out of negative equity, encourage
more investment in property, and incentivise more residential and office
building.
It would continue the merry-goround of treating housing as a financial
asset for the next generation of young
people looking to climb the “property
ladder” — that dreadful term that fundamentally underpins Ireland’s housing problems.
However, something else happened during these years that nobody
had anticipated and that was a decade-long downward trend in interest
rates, which would culminate in a
negative real interest rate environment
across the advanced capitalist democracies of the world.
This has occurred because of the
international monetary policies by the
world’s central banks, including the
European Central Bank. These policies have pushed down interest rates
to encourage private investment, and
as a means to encourage economic
growth, initially in response to the financial crash, and now in response to
Covid-19.
The transmission mechanism for
these policies is the global capital market which, in reality, is only accessible
to those with a lot of financial clout,
or a lot of collateral — 99 per cent of
households and small businesses don’t

matically increase its supply of social
homes.”
Meanwhile, Irish Institutional Property (IIP), an industry body representing institutional property developers
and funds, said that funds had invested
€14 billion to date in the Irish property
market and that its members were “net
sellers” of new homes in Ireland.
“Ireland today needs to source 80 per
cent of all real estate capital from internationally backed institutional investors.
Our dependency on such capital will be
further heightened following the announced departure of both Ulster Bank
and KBC from the market shortly,” IIP
said.

Right to housing referendum

Comment

How to stop the rot?
Don’t treat housing
as a financial asset
Aidan Regan The cynical
use of the Irish housing
market to bolster the profits
of global corporate empires
is what has us in this bind.
But we can get out of it if the
state plays the same game,
with a different aim

T

here are many fantastic
assumptions and myths
in the study of economics that often make their
way into public policy.
One of these is that Real
Estate Investment Trusts (Reits) are a
great way to democratise housing fi-

nance, and to enable small and hardworking households to invest their
savings into property.
Rather than go through all the hassle
of buying a property to rent out yourself, you can become a small shareholder in a Reit, which will do all the
work on your behalf. In addition, you

contribute towards solving a societal
problem — financing the development
of housing for your fellow citizens.
It sounds great, but it is all codswallop. In reality, the shareholders of Reits, like all global investment vehicles,
are made up of large wealthy corporate funds that have so much cash they
don’t know what to do with it.
Reits suck in this global money, and
direct it towards buying property. But
not any type of property; it is property
for long-term rental. The rents generated create a stable rate of return for
shareholders. Reits become landlords,
manage the investment, take a slice
of the income, and distribute the rest
of the rents to the shareholders, who
are, for the most part, global financial
investment funds.
Take Round Hill Capital, the real
estate investment and asset management firm that recently bought up 115
family homes in Kildare. The global ultimate owner of this group is a limited
liability company in Delaware, the US
state that is infamous for registering

Michael Brennan
The government
parties’ failure to
solve the housing
crisis could cost them
dearly in the next
general election

‘Investors are not just here to buy
one-bed apartments to rent to
Facebook workers. They’re here to
buy any property that will command
rental income’ 
Fergal Phillips

corporate shells for tax purposes.
The Delaware company is the parent
of around 60 subsidiaries within the
group, most of which are investment
funds registered in Luxembourg — another well-known tax haven for global
funds. It is a Luxembourg-based fund
that owns the subsidiary of Round Hill
Capital that became one of Kildare’s
biggest residential landlords.
Round Hill Capital also recently partnered with SFO Capital, the
London-based global real estate investment firm, to purchase 112 family
homes in Dublin. The global ultimate
owner of SFO Capital is Saradar Financial House.
This financial holding group is registered in Lebanon. The Saradars are a
multibillionaire Lebanese family that
also own Saradar Capital Holdings,

Power... that’s what it
ultimately boils down
to. Irish households
have absolutely no
power to compete with
this wall of money

among a variety of other financial
companies. The original purpose of
Saradar Capital was to manage the
family’s assets. I doubt they would
have anticipated that this would later
make them partial landlords on the
northside of Dublin.
Or take the Irish Residential Properties Reit, the global ultimate owner
of a corporate group that includes
around 15 subsidiaries. It has some 60
shareholders that include the Cayman
Islands-registered financial company
Lansdowne Partners International,
part-owned by Paul Ruddock, the
chairman of the University of Oxford
endowment fund.
Other shareholders include Setanta
Asset Management, one company in a
500-strong global corporate group that
is ultimately owned by the Desmarais

Some bulk
purchases
in 2021

April 2021: German investor
Union Investment is to pay €200
million for 435 apartments being
developed by Ballymore Group
at Royal Canal Park in Ashtown,
Dublin 15.

March 2021: The Aberdeen
Standard Investments acquired
apartments at 19-20 Blackhall
Street, Smithfield in Dublin 7
from Red Rock Developments for
€20 million.
February 2021: Avestus Capital
Partners, an Irish real estate
investor, purchased 120 rental
apartments in Santry, north
Dublin, from Cinamol for more
than €38 million.

have access to these capital markets,
and don’t directly benefit from the
cash that is swashing around it.
It has not made the financing of
buying a home cheaper. As I have
written in this newspaper in the past,
Irish households don’t benefit from
the ECB’s policies because mortgages
are excluded from their financial operations. The ECB basically excludes
the debt contract of the working and
middle classes from the monetary
policies that are aimed at financing the
real economy.
The global cheap credit environment
has, however, meant that institutional
investors have endless access to cash,
and endless amounts of money to
invest. They are actively looking for
places to put this money, and they are
putting it where they think they can
get the highest rate of return — the
high-yielding assets in the stock market, and the real estate market.
Hence, rapidly rising asset prices,
which disproportionately benefit the
rich. Given Ireland’s tax incentives,
strong population growth and the
presence of many high-tech multinationals with a transient workforce
that need rental accommodation,
Dublin and many other high-growth
cities have become a magnet for this
money.
In theory, there is absolutely nothing
to stop the Irish state doing exactly
what these global institutional investors do: leverage its privileged position
in global markets to finance housing
developments directly.
The difference would be that the
state, and associated public bodies, do
it on a not-for-profit basis. They can
finance the development of housing
and sell it directly to Irish households
at cost price. This, in itself, would cover
the cost of financing. The objective

funds. I think most people realise
that’s not a tenable position. But ideally what I want is that first-time buyers
have a level playing pitch,” he said.
“They can’t compete with big funds,
no one can. It shouldn’t be happening
that family estates or starter homes are
being bought out from under people.”
If the government plans are deemed
insignificant, Rebecca Moynihan, the
Labour Party senator, has said she will
reintroduce a bill drafted by O’Brien in
2019 that sought to prevent funds buying large blocks of homes en masse.
In the meantime, Irish first-time
buyers will have to go up against these
funds in a lose-lose scenario. Families
who could have bought homes in Mullen Park may now end up paying in
excess of €2,000 a month to rent the
house they wanted to buy.
One fact that is unlikely to provide
prospective buyers in Ireland with any
solace is knowing that people vying
for homes globally face the exact same
scenario.
Ireland is by no means being used
as a guinea pig by vulture or cuckoo
funds. The situation is exactly the same
in the US, Britain, Canada, Australia
and many other countries. In the US,
pension funds have recently been
buying one-off family homes that
aren’t even new builds. And trends in
the US eventually trickle into the Irish
property market.
The big funds already have a foothold in Ireland and they are unlikely
to budge. But Hearne, who has been
tracking housing trends in Ireland for
years, said he can see a big change in
how well informed people are now
about how the housing crisis affects
every household. This makes him
optimistic that something will be
done.
“I feel last week in itself is a significant point. It was a signal of what the
next election could be about.
“This poses a question for Darragh
O’Brien about the housing referendum. Politically, he knows he is up
against the wall. So why wouldn’t he
take the opportunity now, when he’s
housing minister, to implement a referendum on the right to housing? That
would make a big difference.”

would be to make housing affordable,
not to create the conditions and expectations of ever rising rents to pay
shareholders.
It is this very possibility that terrifies
institutional investors the most. A government housing policy that is guided
by the objective of housing affordability negatively affects their business
model. They need housing to be treated as a financial asset that generates a
high yielding rental income.
In a 2020 report on Irish property,
Gillen Markets, the Dublin-based
investment advisory firm, stated this
very publicly. It pointed out that Ireland’s housing policy has “benefited
institutions and developers at the expense of individual buyers”, and that
the biggest “risk” facing investors in
Ireland’s property market is “government intervention aimed at improving
housing affordability”.
Does this mean that there is no role
to play for private investment in financing housing developments? Not if
it is part of an integrated public policy
regime that is designed to produce
high-quality affordable homes in vibrant and connected communities.
The idea that these institutional investors should be free to finance small
rental apartments in our cities, but
stay away from the middle-class suburbs is not only bad urban planning, it
is a recipe for huge inner-city conflict
in the future.
What we need are high-quality and
affordable family-friendly apartments
in Dublin central, and our regional
town centres. But most importantly,
we need to stop treating housing as a
financial asset.
Aidan Regan is an associate professor in the
School of Politics and International Relations at University College Dublin

T

he spectre of the “teach- ing out up to 40 per cent of their
er, the nurse and the
units to people on HAP because
guard” is behind the
the HAP office based in Limerick
political furore about
Council’s headquarters pays the rent
the sale of most of the
to them directly every week, plus
Mullen Park estate to a
two months’ rent in advance and a
global property investment fund.
month’s deposit. HAP is now costing
These are the young professionmore than €500 million a year.
als who have been abiding by the
But in using HAP and long-term
Covid-19 restrictions for more than a leasing as a short-term housing fix,
year and have been saving for a dethe government is increasing the
posit, so they can get out of the over- pressure on young workers who get
priced rental market.
no state subsidy. And it is attracting
But the growing presence of inin more investment funds, which
vestment funds means that they are
are outbidding the same workers for
being outgunned when it comes to
permanent homes.
Politically, this is going to drive
bidding for a home and faced with
more voters away from Fianna Fáil
little alternative but to rent from the
and Fine Gael at the next general
same funds instead.
election and into the arms of opposiAdd to the mix a construction
tion parties such as Sinn Féin which
industry that has been shut down
are promising a different approach to
for nearly five of the past 12 months
housing policy.
and the stock of new homes for
The government recently asked a
first-timers to buy is much smaller
group of housing experts to explore
than it would be otherwise.
how it could deliver more public and
The Social Democrats, Sinn Féin,
Labour and others have picked up on private homes faster, as part of its
review of the National Development
the fears of young professionals that
Plan.
they will never get on the famous
Most of the experts were from the
“housing ladder” and that is why
National Economic and Social Counthey have pursued the issues arising
out of the Mullen Park sale so relent- cil (NESC), a state think tank.
Some of their solutions are already
lessly over the past week.
being implemented by O’Brien, such
Darragh O’Brien, the Minister for
as a cost-rental scheme to provide
Housing, and Paschal Donohoe, the
affordable rents and the establishMinister for Finance, are working
ment of the Land Development
on tax changes to stop investment
Agency to provide a regular supply
funds from buying entire housing
of housing developments.
estates, with the aim of bringing the
But the NESC experts highlighted
proposals to cabinet this week. That
land as the biggest outstanding factor
may sap some of the public anger,
but there are deeper questions about in the housing crisis. There is plenty
of development land available with
whether the government will conplanning permission, but too much
tinue to fuel the frenzy with its widof it lies idle. The efforts by Fine
er housing policies.
Gael to incentivise landowners to
It is trying to secure more social
housing by offering long-term leases use it — through a poorly enforced
vacant site tax — have not worked.
to landlords for 25 years. But this
The Department of
guaranteed governHousing has been
ment return is a very
reduced to sendattractive proposiing out a survey to
tion for international
councils in recent
investment funds.
weeks, asking
Affordable housThere are deeper
them why they
ing bodies are comare not collecting
plaining that the
questions about
more money from
investment funds are
whether the
it.
offering developers
The experts told
between €50,000
government will
the government
and €80,000 more
to implement the
per home, pushing
continue to fuel
1973 report from
up prices for the
the frenzy
Judge John Kenny,
entire market. The
who called for
Business Post has
land prices for urban development
learned that, in the past four weeks,
sites to be capped to make housing
affordable housing bodies have been
more affordable. That recommendaoutbid for 400 homes by investment
tion made it into the draft coalition
funds.
agreement between Fine Gael and
Malcolm Noonan, the Minister of
Fianna Fáil last year, but it infuriatState at the Department of Housing,
ed developers and farmers. It was
told the Dáil last week that leasing
homes rather than buying them kept dropped from the final programme
for government at the insistence of
them off the state’s balance sheet.
Fine Gael.
The government is still trying to
But it could get another outing.
avoid breaching EU financial rules,
The recently published review of the
which limit how much the state can
National Development Plan states
spend on capital projects such as
that “housing supply activation, inhousing.
cluding land and viability,” will be
The investment funds can also
addressed in O’Brien’s forthcoming
rent out their apartment blocks
five-year housing strategy. It will be
and housing estates to people who
called Housing for All and will reare getting the Housing Assistance
place Fine Gael’s Rebuilding Ireland
Payment from the state. The rate
housing strategy.
is €1,300 for a couple with three
O’Brien needs to do more to stop
children in Dublin, but there is also
“drowning in the shadow of Fine
a bigger “homeless HAP” payment
Gael housing policy”, is how Fianof €1,950 for those at risk of homena Fáil TD John Lahart put it at a
lessness.
Letting agents are now finding that parliamentary party meeting last
week. If nothing is done about land
the majority of enquiries for many
availability and the reliance on HAP
rental properties in Dublin are from
and long-term leases, the housing
people who are HAP approved. One
market will still be an issue in severletting agent told this newspaper
al years’ time. That will hit Fine Gael
privately that people with approval
too. It suffered in last year’s general
for HAP payments were pushing
election campaign for its poor track
out “the nurse or the guard” who
could only afford to houseshare with record on housing.
The Mullen Park furore is a warnfriends.
ing for the government parties of
“HAP is keeping the rental marwhat awaits them in the next general
ket where it is by giving people the
money to pay these crazy rents. It’s a election if they persist with the incremental approach to solving the
disgrace,” he said.
housing crisis.
The investment funds are rent-
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Insurers facing
new round of
legal action as
more businesses
sue over Covid

Martin reveals
that hospitality
sector will get
big stimulus plan
BY MICHAEL BRENNAN
POLITICAL EDITOR

● Latest round of test cases could have implications

for thousands of struggling Irish businesses

● New evidence emerges of insurers deducting

value of state supports from awards to policyholders
BY PETER O’DWYER

Insurers are facing a fresh
wave of litigation over their
refusal to pay out on Covid-19
business interruption claims,
as policyholders plot new test
cases that could have implications for thousands of ailing
businesses across the country.
The move by hospitality
firms, in particular, to secure
payouts which could help
them stay in business amid
the ongoing impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic comes
as the Business Post has seen
further evidence of insurers
deducting the value of state
supports from awards to policyholders.
Documents obtained by
this newspaper show that
insurers, including Axa and
Contessa, have stripped thousands of euro from the value
of awards made to policyholders, including SMEs and
small sole traders.
The practice has raised

concerns that state supports
designed to help struggling
businesses in the wake of an
unprecedented economic
crisis are instead acting as
de facto indirect subsidies to
insurers, whose liability to
policyholders is reduced by
the equivalent value of the
supports, including wage
subsidies and business rates
waivers.
The Business Post last week
revealed how insurer FBD was
seeking to wipe thousands of
euro off payouts to publicans
whose policies were found
to provide cover for losses
arising from the pandemic,
in a landmark test case in the
Commercial Court earlier this
year.
More insurers are now facing similar cases. A motion
seeking to have separate legal proceedings against Zavarovalnica Sava, a Slovenian
insurer which provides cover for the hospitality sector,
joined as one and designated

as a test case will be heard on
next week.
The Old Imperial Hotel in
Youghal, Co Cork is taking
a case against the Slovenian
firm and Limerick-based
Frost Insurance, its Irish
broker.
Charwin Ltd, trading as
Charlie’s Bar in Loughrea,
Co Galway, also initiated legal proceedings against the
insurer earlier this month.
Dublin firm Robinson Solicitors is acting on behalf of
the Old Imperial Hotel, and
has been instructed to claim
for losses on behalf of 14 other
members of the Restaurants
Association of Ireland (RAI).
McCann Fitzgerald is representing Charlie’s Bar, owned
by solicitor Brian Winters. It's
thought the proposed joint
test case could have implications for about 850 other
businesses insured with the
Slovenian insurer.
If designated as a test case,
it would become the fourth

‘Leo and I have different
styles, but it is not a
competition’
Micheál Martin interview, pages 18-19
such set of proceedings taken
against insurers over business
interruption cover arising
from the pandemic.
Documents seen by the
Business Post show that several insurers have sought to
rely on arbitration clauses in
their contracts rather than to
litigate disputes through the
courts.
Legal sources said this
would have a negative impact
on policyholders, by shielding
from public view the outcome
of those disputes and requiring each case to be resolved
individually, whereas a test
case can provide clarity for
a large number of policyholders.

to page 2

Top civil servants in line for pay
rise of almost €40,000 next year
BY AIDEN CORKERY

The country’s highest-paid
civil servants are in line for
a pay rise of almost €40,000
each next year, as part of the
final reversal of the pay cuts
which followed the financial
crash.
Robert Watt, the acting secretary general of the Department of Health, looks set to
be appointed to the position
on a permanent basis, a move
that means his existing salary of €212,000 will rise to
€292,000.
It comes as the Business Post
has learned that the remaining 18 secretaries general
could receive significant pay
increases on July 1, 2022 as
part of the final round of the
restoration of the Fempi cuts,
which were introduced as
emergency measures during
the financial crash.
Under the plan, the pay of
three “level one” secretaries

general in the departments
of the Taoiseach, finance and
public expenditure are due
to increase by €38,000 from
€212,000 to €250,000.
The salaries of a further ten
“level two” secretaries general
in departments such as justice, education, transport and
social protection are expected to rise by €23,000 from
€212,000 to €235,000.
And the pay of a final cohort
of five secretaries general in
departments such as tourism,
defence and the President’s
office is set to rise by €14,000
from €201,000 to €215,000.
Although previous rounds
of pay restoration were automatic, it is understood this
final tranche of increases will
have to be signed off on by the
government.
Even though it had previously been indicated that
this would happen, no final
decision has yet been made
given the pay increases are

more than a year away.
A Department of Public
Expenditure spokeswoman
said next year would be the
final round of pay restoration
for high-paid civil servants,
and that there would be no
move to fully restore their
salaries to their pre-crash
levels of between €234,000
and €300,000.
Stephen Donnelly, the Minister for Health, had been expected to ask the cabinet to
approve Watt’s appointment
as the secretary general in the
Department of Health, but he
did not do so.
It is understood that Watt
was recommended for the
position by the Top Level
Appointments Committee
(TLAC) late last month.
He is understood to have
impressed Donnelly and
others since moving to the
Department of Health, and
is said to have played a significant role ahead of Thurs-

day’s announcement that 84
new consultant-grade posts
would be created in public
health following negotiations with the Irish Medical
Organisation.
Opposition parties, as
well as some government
TDs, have complained that
the expected awarding of an
€80,000 pay rise to an existing civil servant sends a bad
message to the public.
Catherine Murphy, the
Social Democrats co-leader,
said the government had justified increasing the salary to
€292,000 by saying it wanted
to attract the “best and brightest” to apply, but was handing
the higher salary to an existing
civil servant.
“Mr Watt was apparently
happy to do the job on an
interim basis on a salary of
€211,000. Why, then, the
need to award him such an
enormous pay increase to
remain in situ?” she asked.

AFTER THE GOAL RUSH

What next for Irish football?
Post Plus, pages 1-3

Taoiseach Micheál Martin
has promised a major stimulus plan for the beleaguered
hospitality sector to help it
recover once the pandemic
restrictions are lifted.
In an interview with the
Business Post, Martin also signalled that the health service
was likely to retain a significant chunk of the record €4
billion increase it got last year
in the forthcoming budget.
And he warned that the
DUP was trying to “cool
down” North-South co-operation following the row about
the Northern Ireland protocol
on the passage of goods from
Britain to the North.
Martin also acknowledged
the scale of the housing challenge, as new official figures

predict that the number
of homes completed this
year will drop from 25,000
to 18,000 due to the threemonth housing construction
shutdown.
He said it would be “all
hands on deck now” in terms
of trying to remove all barriers
to getting houses built.
“Certainly, Covid-19 has
impacted negatively, but
we're going to see what we
can do to try and pull back
some of that,” he said.
Martin said the government’s National Economic
Plan was being worked on by
the cabinet sub-committee on
economic recovery, with Paschal Donohoe, the Minister
for Finance, and Michael McGrath, the Minister for Public
Expenditure, being the “key
linchpins.”
to page 2
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‘The pandemic
has helped us to
accelerate health
reforms. It proves
that investment and
reform can bring
about the change
that’s required’
Taoiseach Micheál Martin offers hope
on the vaccines, a shot in the arm
to the Health budget, and a dose of
reality on his dealings with Fianna Fáil
backbenchers – and Leo Varadkar
Michael
Brennan

Political Editor

M

icheál Martin had
three big Covid-19
vaccine announcements last week
– two bad and one
good.
“It's been a very hectic week, and
it kind of illustrates the rollercoaster
nature of the pandemic,” he told the
Business Post.
In an interview in his office in the
Department of the Taoiseach, he described a series of phone calls in recent
weeks to Ursula von der Leyen, the
president of the European Commission, who he has a “good relationship
with”.
Von der Leyen wanted Martin’s support for the European Commission to
make a big advance order of 1.8 billion
Covid-19 vaccines from Pfizer for 2022
and 2023.
“She indicated that the scientists
were saying teenage children would
eventually have to be vaccinated and
they want to change the system so that
it can be faster in responding to variants,” she said.
Martin agreed that Ireland would
support the Commission in planning to get ahead of the next surge in
demand for Covid vaccines, after its
much criticised procurement process
for the current rollout.
“So, in the course of that discussion,
I said: ‘Look, any further developments with Pfizer? Can we get more
out of Pfizer, because they’re always
the hopeful ones?”
Von der Leyen assured Martin that
she was in discussions with Pfizer
about this. She gave him a further
update last Tuesday night, just after
the bad news had broken about the
restriction of AstraZeneca’s vaccine to people aged over 60 and the
postponement of the delivery of the
40,000 single-shot Johnson & Johnson
vaccines due here this month.
Then she confirmed the good news
to Martin, in a phone call to him in
the middle of Wednesday’s cabinet
meeting, that an extra 550,000 doses
of the Pfizer vaccine would be sent to
Ireland.
“It was just the tonic that was required, because it meant in volume
terms we’re back where we would
have been,” Martin said.
His hope is now that the European
Medicines Agency will make an announcement on the Johnson & Johnson vaccine this week, which would
be a further boost to the country’s
stop-start vaccination programme.
Martin spent much of last week reassuring people that the plan to ease
Covid-19 restrictions was still on track,
with non-essential retail scheduled
to reopen next month and hotels and
B&Bs still in line for a June reopening.
He said the restrictions had been “very
difficult” for people and businesses,
but were working.
“People have taken the advice.

Numbers are well down, critically the
hospital numbers are down, ICU is
down. These were key measures,” he
said.
“We’ve opened the schools fully
now, we’ve got house construction
back, and lifting the 5k was psychologically very important for people.”
One of the people who welcomed
this was his own wife.
“Mary is delighted the 5k is gone.
She hated the 5k, and she can get out
beyond the 5k now. That just makes a
significant difference, and she can play
a game of golf on the 26th, maybe,” he
said.
He said his wife had been “very,
very supportive” throughout the pandemic. His grown-up children – Micheál Aodh, Cillian and Aoibhe – have
been sending him information and
are consumed by the pandemic “like
many people are”.
“They’re all working from home.
Cillian is studying for college. He’s had
a couple of months in first year, he’s
in second year now. So it’s a different
undergraduate experience for him in
college, as it is for all students,” Martin
said.
There will be some further easing
of the Covid-19 restrictions on April
26 such as the opening of outdoor
sports facilities and outdoor visitor
attractions, as well as the return of
non-contact outdoor training for under-18s.
Martin signalled that the road map
for easing restrictions after May 4 is in
line with the published plan. This includes the reopening of the remainder
of the construction sector, non-essential retail, hairdressers and barbers and
religious services.
He said the next version of the reopening plan would be decided at the
end of the month and would give certainty “beyond May”.
“We’ll look at the evidence, as we
get closer and government will be
meeting with others because we understand that for a lot of businesses it
has been very, very tough. If you’re a
hairdresser or barber, you’ve been shut
for a long time,” he said.
The government has given a
commitment to have some kind of
Covid-19 memorial day to remember
the 7,000 people on the island of Ireland who have died from the virus so
far. Martin said it would be a chance
to reflect, too, on frontline workers
in health and in retail who “get us
through it”.
“I also feel that many people have
not had time to reflect on those
they’ve lost and many people have not
been able to attend funerals of those
they knew. And so we have to think
creatively how we do that,” he said.
He said it could take place this year,
but that his first priority was to get out
of the pandemic.
“I don’t think Covid-19 will end
with one final date – ‘and this is the

Analysis

Donnelly will need
more than a wall if
the vaccine plan fails
Pat Rabbitte In the teeth of a
pandemic, the government
cannot be blamed for the
slow vaccine rollout, but any
new missteps will not be
forgiven by an increasingly
critical public

R

end of Covid’,” he said.

Pressure on housing

Back at Christmas, one of Martin’s
biggest worries was the slowdown in
housing construction due to the first
lockdown in 2020. It led to 21,000
homes being finished, which was better than feared, but far off the 33,000
homes that the ESRI think tank said
was needed.
This year, the number was supposed
to go up to 25,000 new homes. Then
the third wave of Covid happened,
causing half of all the deaths from the
virus so far, and all housing construction was suspended until last week.
The Stability Programme Update
published last week by the Department of Finance is estimating that the
output for this year will be just 18,000
homes. This will increase the pressure
on a government that has promised
to sort out the housing shortage with
new cost rental schemes and extra social housing.
Martin said it would be “all hands
on deck now” in terms of trying to
remove all barriers to getting houses
built. “Certainly, Covid-19 has impacted negatively, but we’re going to see
what we can do to try and pull back
some of that,” he said.
The pandemic has also affected
the government’s flagship National
Economic Plan, which was originally
planned to accompany last October’s
budget. It is now expected to be ready
in July, but the employment projections have had to be scaled back due to
the third wave of Covid-19.
An early pre-Christmas draft of the
plan contained a commitment to recover all the jobs lost to Covid-19 by
the end of 2023. But the Stability Programme Update published last week
has gloomily predicted that unemployment will still be higher than preCovid, at 5.5 per cent, by 2025.
Martin said the National Economic Plan was being worked on by the
cabinet subcommittee on economic
recovery, with Paschal Donohoe, the
Minister for Finance, and Michael McGrath, the Minister for Public Expenditure, being the “key linchpins”.
He confirmed that the plan would
include a major stimulus package for
the 180,000 people working in hotels,
pubs and restaurants in the hospitality

Micheál Martin: ‘I think we
want to move on to a new
phase. I think we can get
there’
Fergal Phillips

The hospitality and the
entertainment sectors
have suffered the most,
and they’re going to
need priming, they’re
going to need support
industry. He declined to say if there
would be a new tourism voucher to
replace the ill-fated stay and spend
scheme which comes to an end on
April 30.
“We’ve got to look at the medium
term, how do we give substantive ballast or support to the hospitality and
the entertainment sectors? They’ve
suffered the most and they’re going to
need priming, they’re going to need
support beyond the emergence from
the pandemic,” he said.
The cost of funding pandemic support schemes such as the wage subsidy scheme and the pandemic unemployment payment (PUP) is already
going to push up the national debt to

€239 billion by the end of this year.
This will make the Irish debt-income ratio “amongst the highest in the
developed world”, according to last
week’s stability programme update.
And it is going to take until 2025 for
the budget deficit to be replaced by a
broadly balanced budget.
However, Martin is opposed to
the notion of a “solidarity tax” on
high-earning individuals to pay for
some of the costs of the pandemic,
which was suggested by the IMF and
by Joe O’Brien, the Green Party Minister of State at the Department of Social
Protection.
He said the “enormous, unprecedented supports” were being underpinned by the policy of the European
Central Bank (ECB), which is keeping
borrowing costs down with its emergency bond buying programme.
“The ECB’s view and the IMF’s view
is that governments need a strong
macroeconomic policy to continue to
support the economy, not to shrink the
economy or introduce measures such
as additional taxation which could
slow down the recovery,” he said.

Big budget battles

The forthcoming budget in October is
going to have a deficit of at least €11.5
billion to pay for the continuing cost of

The ‘toxicity’ of social media
When Martin entered the Dáil as a
TD for the first time in 1989, there
were no commonly available mobile phones, let alone any social
media.Now he is putting up messages and videos on social media
like any other TD in the Dáil to use
its power to communicate directly
with voters.
But he largely agrees with Robert Watt, the senior civil servant,
who warned at a conference last
week about the “toxic nature” of
social media and the “absolutely
astounding” abuse on it.
“I’m not going to quote Yeats
and say: ‘All is changed utterly, a
terrible beauty has been born,’
but I think social media has introduced a new toxic level. It’s a
new theatre of political warfare,”
he said.
Martin cited a recent personal
experience where a website featured a story about his attendance
at a Cork boxing club last December to present an award named
after his father, Paddy Martin, who

was a famous boxer.
He was accused of having
breached Covid-19 regulations
by attending an indoor event. But
Martin said that the organisers had
taken “exemplary” precautions in
terms of mask wearing and social
distancing for what was an official
Taoiseach’s engagement.
“We were not in breach of regulations, yet the entire impression
was created that we were,” he
said.
“It was all designed to get it
trending, to get it mainstream to
get a controversy, but ultimately to
undermine me, undermining what
they would perceive to be the established political parties, bring
them down a peg or two.”
Martin had been presenting the
Champ of Champs trophy at the
ceremony for years, because his
father was nicknamed The Champ.
The boxing community in Cork
had asked his family to donate it to
encourage young boxers. “There’s
been a great revolution in boxing

in Cork, it’s been fantastic in the
last ten years. A lot of young kids
in many communities are coming
forward. I do what I can to help
them,” he said.
Martin said that it was a pity
that a “decent event” had been attacked on social media. “I felt sorry for the winner [Garda Christina
Desmond, an Irish international
boxer]. She should not have been
kind of caught up in this,” he said.
Martin recently had a meeting
with the female TDs and senators
in the Irish Women’s Parliamentary Caucus, where he was told that
young women in politics found social media “very intimidating”.
Moreover, he has seen the impact that social media can have on
new TDs.
“They can come back after a
weekend of a social media blast on
a given issue and they are looking
almost for a change of policy the
following week. I think that it is
a destabilising force that way,” he
said.

the pandemic. Martin expects the cost
of some pandemic supports to reduce
naturally as more businesses reopen
this year, and more workers get their
jobs back.
“A lot of Covid-19 expenditure
should fall off, in terms of specific
Covid-19 expenditure in health, in education . . .” Then he stopped to correct
himself. “Sorry, not in health.”
That is telling in itself because one
of the big budget battles will be about
how much of the record €4 billion
increase in last year’s health budget
should be retained. As a former Minister for Health, Martin is clearly in
favour of retaining most, if not, all of it
to keep the budget close to the existing
€21 billion.
“As long as the pandemic is with us,
the pandemic-related expenditure has
to be maintained,” he said.
He pointed to the impact of the
HSE’s “underappreciated” winter
initiative which improved the flow of
patients through hospitals with more
home care packages, more community diagnostics and more primary care
supports”.
“That was a key investment of €600
million in October. That really saved
the day in terms of the hospitals when
the crisis came at Christmas, because
prior to the third wave, the numbers
throughout November were relatively
low in accident and emergency and on
trolley waits compared to last year,”
he said.
When he took over as Taoiseach,
Martin declared his intention to have a
strong “public health system”. He was
pleased last week that the Department
of Health reached an agreement to
create 84 new public health consultant
posts, which should deal with some
of the weaknesses highlighted by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
But the bigger challenge of getting consultants to agree to the new
€245,000-a-year Sláintecare contract
to work only in public hospitals remains. Martin’s term as Taoiseach only
runs until December 2022, so is he
concerned that negotiations on these
type of health reforms will be dragged
out until he is gone?
“No, I believe the pandemic has
helped us to accelerate some of these
reforms. And it’s full steam ahead in
terms of those reforms in health. It
proves the point that investment and
reform, together, can bring about the
change that’s required,” he said.
During last year’s general election
campaign, Martin had harsh words
for ministers who “didn’t leave a trace
behind them” in their departments.
However, he is in a race against time
to leave a legacy himself given that he

will only have half the regular term as
Taoiseach and it has been dominated
by Covid-19.
“I wouldn’t worry about that. The
pandemic itself is a major event that
we’ve got to get through yet,” he said.
“Obviously, the Green Party and
Eamon Ryan has been very committed
to the climate bill but he has had very
strong support from me. I think this
government’s legacy on climate will
be a significant one. And there’ll be
others as well,” he said.

Problems on the Northern
front

Martin has been engaged in phone
calls with Boris Johnson, the British
prime minister, about the recent violent clashes between members of the
loyalist community and the PSNI.
“I’ve a good personal relationship
with Boris Johnson and will continue
to work on that,” he said.
He also picked up the phone a week
ago to ring Arlene Foster, the Northern
Ireland First Minister and DUP leader,
after she had told RTÉ’s Week in Politics that she hadn’t spoken to him “in
quite some time”.
“My door is always open, and I have
a listening ear to everybody, and Arlene knows that. To be fair, we had a
very good conversation,” he said.
However, he said he was still worried that the DUP was trying to “cool
down” North-South cooperation following the row about the Northern
Ireland protocol on the passage of
goods from Britain to the North.
“I worry that they’ve dialled down
in relation to the North-South bodies as well. That’s not healthy. I think
political leaders need to protect the
institutions of the Good Friday Agreement. That has to be the number one
priority,” he said.
Martin said that he believed that the
British and the EU sides were beginning to get into better engagement on
the protocol. “I think we can resolve
the protocol issues, but at no stage was
the protocol ever about the constitutional status of Northern Ireland. It is
not there and it shouldn’t be elevated
to that status, and nor is it an issue of
identity,” he said.

Keeping the Fianna Fáil
footsoldiers happy

During his maiden speech as Taoiseach back on June 27 last year in the
Dáil, Martin stressed the importance
of unity in the Fianna Fáil-Fine GaelGreen Party coalition.
But one of the biggest challenges has
been to maintain unity in his own Fianna Fáil party, where some mutinous
backbenchers are talking about heav-

Leo and I have
different approaches,
different styles. That’s
accepted, but it’s not a
competition like that.
I don’t see it that way
ing him out even before his term as
taoiseach ends in December 2022.
Fianna Fáil’s run of poor results in
the monthly Red C opinion polls in the
Business Post – down to 11 per cent
last month – has fuelled their discontent.
Martin, though, puts some of the
discontent down to the pandemic,
which has shut down the normal Dáil
interaction and forced his parliamentary party to meet on Zoom.
“I think that’s created its own frustration. I think the fact the absence of
physical meetings has created challenges. Everything’s on Zoom or whatever,” he said.
It has also increased the leaks from
the Fianna Fáil parliamentary party to
a torrential level, which creates further
problems for Martin himself. But he
insisted that complaints at the parliamentary party did not necessarily
mean that backbenchers were opposing him.
“People have been cast into a particular pigeon hole – ‘Oh, this person’s
against you because he said something
at a meeting.’ I don’t have that view.
I’d be tolerating a lot more freer debate at the parliamentary party since I
became leader. That’s always been my
style and approach,” he said.
He has always had to tolerate dissent in his own party since he was
appointed leader in 2011. It was very
different for Éamon de Valera, whose
portrait hangs on the wall of Martin’s
office, along with those of Harry Boland, Seán Lemass and a graphic of a
Cumann na mBan volunteer.
In his research for his Freedom to
Choose book about Irish politics between 1918 and 1932, Martin noted
how almost the entire Fianna Fáil
parliamentary party backed de Valera’s decision to stay out of the Dáil in
the first general election in 1927. They
would not sign the required oath of
allegiance to the British king.
But then three months later, there
was another general election. De
Valera changed tack, and asked the

Fianna Fáil parliamentary party if
they would sign the oath and call it an
empty formula.
“To which he got unanimous agreement. Those were the days,” Martin
laughed.
One way, though, of keeping rebellious Fianna Fáil backbenchers onside
is to love-bomb them with attention
and sort out their most troublesome
constituency issues for them.
In the past fortnight, Martin had a
lengthy meeting with James O’Connor,
the Fianna Fáil Cork East TD, and seven school principals to sort out a delay
in building new school classrooms.
Last week, he was dealing with Cork
North Central TD Pádraig O’Sullivan
to set up a new special school in Carrigaline for 48 children with special
needs who had no places. O’Sullivan
issued a statement afterwards, thanking Martin.
“I spent the last two days on the
phone to Pádraig O’Sullivan for that
specific issue in Cork and the need to
get this over the line. TDs and senators are coming to us with the various
issues I mentioned. So that’s ongoing
and it’s constructive,” he said.

the next presidential election in 2025,
when President Michael D Higgins will
have finished his second term.
“I have no thoughts on that at all,”
he said. “I want to say that I have a
very good relationship with President
Higgins. I enjoy our regular meetings
as per the Constitution, and I find our
discussions enlightening as always.”
In his Freedom to Choose book,
Martin described the mood of the
Irish population in the immediate
aftermath of the devastating Civil War.
“The predominant impulse throughout
the country was for peace, stability,
and a return to normal life,” he wrote.
Would it also describe the mood of
the nation as it awaits the end of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the associated
restrictions?
“Amen to that,” Martin said. “I’m
looking forward to that. I think we
want to move on to a new phase. I
think we can get there.”

eports that the state has
intervened to build a
wall around the domestic dwelling of Stephen
Donnelly, the Minister
for Health, are not a good
omen. This kind of thing happened
once before, in the early 1980s at the
time of the Gubu government, when
a perimeter wall was constructed
around the home of Seán Doherty, the
then justice minister. That government
lasted only ten months.
When the flagship RTÉ programme
Today Tonight travelled to Cootehall to
establish the purpose of the four-foothigh surrounding wall, the interviewer
was told by the colourful Doherty that
it was “to stop Seamus Brennan looking in over it”. This was a reference to
Doherty’s diminutive colleague with
whom he did not see eye to eye.
Presumably the reason for the new
construction in Greystones is not to
keep out Simon Harris, Donnelly’s
neighbour, political rival and ministerial predecessor. If the security
advice is that this unusual measure is
necessary to protect the minister and
his family, then things have come to a
sorry pass.
It is both disgraceful and a sad commentary if a minister’s family is exposed to risk arising from perceptions
of actions taken by him, and it is a
pointer to how difficult being in government is nowadays.
The toxic viciousness of social media
in the wrong hands is not kept out by
a concrete wall. It is virtually impossible to protect the families of public
people from the harm visited by cowardly keyboard warriors who are on a
mission not merely to criticise, but to
undermine and to wound.
It is probably too early to assess
whether the character of our democracy and the quality of our public representatives will be altered by this new
virus now raging through politics.
That there is a surfeit of candidates
on election day is not an answer. Will
able young public-minded people
choose in future to make their contribution to society in other ways? If
public life were no longer to attract a
share of the most able in our community, the carousel of criticism and ridicule would get worse and our society
would pay the price.
So far, governments have failed to
come to grips with the purveyors of
toxicity, conspiracy and nihilism. Politicians have been slow to regulate new
technologies that ought to be a force
for good.
This failure is not only because of the
complexity involved, but perhaps also
because politicians are afraid to chal-

lenge simplistic nostrums such as that
governments have no right to trammel
freedom of expression. Is such an absolute right consistent with a modern
liberal democracy?
None of this is to argue that government must not be held to account. The
age of deference is over, and a good
thing too. On the evidence to date, not
even its most ardent supporters would
claim that this government is perfect.
However, struggling with a pandemic
of long duration, the government is
damned if it does and damned if it
doesn’t.
The time will come for a look-back
at the management of the pandemic,
and serious missteps will be identified.
Only Sinn Féin claims to have foreseen
each of these missteps before they
happened.
It would be harsh, for example, to
ask the government to shoulder the
blame for slow vaccine delivery. It is
improbable that the hapless health
minister is hoarding secret vaccine
supplies behind his new protective
wall.
It is possible to argue that on any
cost-benefit analysis a different decision might have been made in respect
of the AstraZeneca vaccine. Certainly
there are statisticians, economists and
many scientists who would have made
a different decision. But the wisdom of
Solomon is required when weighing in
the balance the loss of lives whichever
route is taken.
And then there is the financial cost
and damage to people’s livelihoods of
a slower return to normal economic
activity. The consistent advice from
the National Public Health Emergency
Team (Nphet) has been ultra-cautious,
and that’s perhaps as it should be.
However, people expect more from
their government than that it should
function only as a cipher for Nphet.
The government has also allowed
itself to be railroaded into mandatory
hotel quarantining despite having eschewed, for a full year, a zero-Covid
strategy and despite reservations
within its own ranks. At this late stage
in the crisis, it is doubtful if the present
mandatory model is sustainable.
The decision to take the planning
and execution of the vaccination rollout in Britain away from the control of
a health secretary who so badly misjudged the early stages of the crisis has
been a stunning success.
Our government snatched a respite
from the gloom last week with the EU
pledge of early additional vaccines.
However, if the vaccination schedule
does not go to plan, there is no perimeter wall that will protect the government or the struggling health minister.

Different styles

While Martin is trying to keep his own
backbenchers on board, he also has to
keep a constant watch on his Tánaiste
Leo Varadkar, who carried out another
blizzard of interviews last week. He
insisted he was not frustrated with
Varadkar popping up so frequently,
often either before or after his own
appearances.
“I think we get on well with each
other on a personal level. If there are
issues, we contact each other about
those issues. We have different approaches, different styles. That’s accepted, but it’s not a competition like
that. I don’t see it that way,” he said.
Martin insisted again that he was
going to lead Fianna Fáil into the next
election. Some in his party have speculated that he might want Simon Harris’s job in the Department of Further
and Higher Education when Varadkar
takes over as Taoiseach in December
2022.
Martin would not be drawn on this
except to say that he was delighted the
department had been created at Fianna Fáil’s behest.
“That was a passion of mine. I think
it will be significant in the years to
come and be seen as a milestone development in terms of the country’s
prioritisation of higher education,
particularly research, as an enabler of
economic development,” he said.
Martin also would not be drawn
on whether he would want to run in
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Whistleblower
in Varadkar leak
wanted to expose
‘incestuous,
backslapping
circle’
With a Sinn Féin motion of no confidence
to come, the beleaguered Tánaiste is not
yet out of danger following the furore over
him passing on a confidential document
on the draft GP contract to a friend

Michael Brennan
Political Editor

C

hay Bowes only ever met
Leo Varadkar once. But
the information he revealed about the Tánaiste’s
leaking of the GP contract
dominated Irish politics
for last week. “Everybody knows this
is the most embarrassing episode in
politics, I would say in modern times,”
Bowes told the Business Post.
It was Bowes, a businessman with
a long history of involvement in the
healthcare sector, who supplied the
information about Varadkar’s leaking
of the draft GP contract to Dr Maitiú Ó
Tuathail, a friend of his who was also
the president of the National Association of General Practitioners (NAGP).
There have been questions about
Bowes’s motivation in going to Village magazine with the story, but he
said the main reason was to expose
“parish-pump, parochial political influence” that stretched beyond proper
governance.
“The people who elect these guys
need to know what’s happening on a
daily basis in a very incestuous, backslapping circle. Convincing yourself
that because everyone does it, it’s
okay, that’s not an excuse from the
leader of the country. It’s unacceptable
and that’s what’s motivating us,” he
said.
Bowes (50), who is based in Rathfarnham in Dublin, is a former member of the Army medical corps who
has been involved in several healthcare businesses. He previously sold his
Tara Healthcare company to VHI, and
is currently chief executive of Pathology Health Services, which supplies
human bio-products for research. “It’s
very niche,” he said.
In the run-up to the 100th anniversary of the 1916 Rising in 2016,
Bowes set up a company to provide
1916 Freedom Tours. It used 27-seater
military-style trucks from the era with
a tour guide dressed as an Irish volunteer to give “ordinary people” a chance
to engage with the commemorations.
“It was great fun. Didn’t make me
any money; I probably lost a few quid.
It wasn’t Republican, it wasn’t Free
State, it was just what happened,” he
said.
Bowes also recently tried to get permission for a public shooting range
close to the Hellfire Club in Dublin.
“I’m interested in target sports shooting,” he said.
However, there were objections
from local residents in the Ballycullen
area, including Emma Murphy, a local
Fianna Fáil councillor.

“The big reason I objected was that
there were around 1,000 houses nearby and a secondary school planned. I
just didn’t think it was a suitable project,” she said.
According to planning files, South
Dublin County Council turned down
the application for the firing range on
the grounds that it would “endanger
public safety” by causing a “traffic
hazard” on the “substandard” rural
lane needed to access it.
Bowes got to know Dr Maitiú Ó
Tuathail, the president of the now-defunct NAGP, while he was trying to
set up a not-for-profit organisation to
deliver healthcare in the community.
To his frustration, however, he got
nowhere, despite 270 meetings with
health stakeholders over the course of
three years.

Expert report

When the NAGP encountered financial difficulties last year, Bowes was
the person chosen to carry out an
expert report to establish what had
happened. The Business Post reported
last year that it had found net transfers totalling €114,000 to the personal
bank account of Chris Goodey,
the NAGP chief executive,
separate to payroll.
Bowes said he had carried out all this work for
free. “I never billed or received a penny from the
NAGP,” he said.
Ó Tuathail was one
of several NAGP council members who
resigned once they
saw Bowes’ report,
citing serious concerns
about the NAGP’s
governance and finances. The NAGP was
liquidated in May last
year with debts of around
€400,000.
Last week’s report
in Village magazine of
Varadkar’s leaking of
the GP draft document
caused problems for
Varadkar’s coalition
partners in Fianna Fáil
and the Green Party.
There had been a fear in Fine
Gael that the strongly disapproving response of the Green
Party, which said very quickly
that Varadkar’s actions were
not appropriate, could have
developed into a serious problem if it was matched by

an escalation in Fianna Fáil.
“The Greens were flexing their muscles more than Fianna Fáil. And the
indiscipline in Fianna Fáil was a worry,” one Fine Gael minister said.
Varadkar had to get the Fine Gael
press office to round up every available minister to go out and defend him
at the earliest opportunity. Some ministers were out quickly. Others took a
bit longer. But given that their numbers are so much reduced at cabinet
compared to during the minority government, there was no place to hide.
Within two days of the story breaking, all five senior Fine Gael ministers
at cabinet — Paschal Donohoe, Simon
Coveney, Helen McEntee, Heather
Humphreys and Simon Harris — were
out on the airwaves. Fine Gael ministers of state like Patrick O’Donovan
and Peter Burke were also called into
action.

‘The Leo grenade’

“They had to jump on the Leo grenade,” one government source said.
It was no wonder Varadkar thanked
Fine Gael ministers for defending him
at his parliamentary party meeting.
They will have to do it all over again
this week, when responding to the
Sinn Féin motion of no confidence in
Varadkar in the Dáil on Tuesday.
Few would have imagined that a
leak by Varadkar last year would come
back to haunt him. But the origins
of the story date back to 2012, when
many GPs were outraged by the proposed payment of a €20 million pen-

sion package to George McNeice, the
outgoing chief executive of the Irish
Medical Organisation (IMO). Although
this was later reduced to €9.7 million,
it led to the formation of a breakaway
doctors group called the National Association of General Practitioners.
This group loudly opposed the terms
of the Fine Gael-Labour government’s
scheme for free GP care for children
under six, at a time when Varadkar
was Minister for Health. He told the
Dáil last week that it had “actively
encouraged and succeeded in getting
GPs not to sign up to medical cards for
the under six-year-olds” in places like
south Tipperary and south Dublin.
The next government decided to
lock the NAGP out of the talks on a
new GP contract, and deal exclusively
instead with the IMO. That led to a
€210 million deal in April last year to
reverse previous cuts to GP fees during
the financial crisis and to get them
to provide new care programmes for
chronic diseases.
But the NAGP was desperate to get
sight of the contract itself. Ó Tuathail,
its then president, texted Varadkar to
seek a copy of the deal, which had
been approved by the cabinet.
The Galway-born GP had attended
one of Varadkar’s Fine Gael leadership
events in 2017 and Varadkar described
him as a “friend, but not a close
friend”. He pointed out that Ó Tuathail
had also organised an NAGP rally outside the Dáil, “where he told everyone
that Fine Gael was responsible for
destroying the health service, so he
was certainly not a
political supporter
at that point, far
from it”.
Varadkar
knew that the
release of the
draft GP

Chay Bowes,
businessman and
Michael Smith of
Village Magazine:
broke leak story

Fergal Phillips

contract was sensitive because, firstly,
it was not in the public domain, and
secondly, because the IMO wanted to
be able to go around the country and
show the deal to its own members.
However, he asked one of his staff to
seek a copy of the draft GP contract
from the Department of Health, and
had it sent by post to Ó Tuathail’s
home address.
According to Village magazine’s story, Ó Tuathail revealed how he had got
the contract from Varadkar in a text
message to Bowes. It said: “To be fair.
Leo always delivers.”
Aodhán Ó Ríordáin, the Labour
Dublin Bay North TD, asked Varadkar
about another message Ó Tuathail had
sent to colleagues saying: “Leo constantly pulling strings for me. You’ve
no idea.”
Varadkar said that Ó Tuathail was
over-egging the nature of his relationship with him. “That is clearly a
big part of this story. Someone who is
known to me, who is a friend but not a
close friend, made out to various people that he was closer to me than he
was and that he had special access,”
he said.

Personal contacts

The new GP contract was accepted by
the country’s GPs last year. Varadkar
claimed in the Dáil last week that it
would not have happened without
him. He said he had to overcome
objections from the Department of
Health, which wanted to start from
scratch on a whole new contract, and
the Department of Public Expenditure,
which feared follow-on pay claims
from other public sector workers.
“This was something I really wanted
to get done, and I used my office as
Taoiseach and my personal contacts
to try to get it done. That is where my
judgment slipped,” he said.
Bowes, who had been in touch
with opposition TDs in advance of the
question-and-answer session, was
not satisfied with what he heard from
Varadkar. He believed that Varadkar
was portraying Ó Tuathail as the
“villain”.
“He should have stood up and
said: ‘I made a mistake, I tried to
help a friend, I was wrong, I’m
resigning as Tánaiste’, and this
would have gone away,” he said.
There have been suggestions
some of the texts and screenshots
featured in Village magazine’s
story about Varadkar’s leak came
from mobile phones to which
Bowes had access during his investigation into the NAGP last year.

Varadkar said that
Ó Tuathail was
over-egging the
nature of his
relationship with
him

Leo Varadkar: well aware of
the difficulties his actions
have created for Micheál
Martin and Eamon Ryan
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“Absolutely not. Everything we have,
we have obtained 100 per cent legally
and not as part of the investigation into
the NAGP,” he said.
Michael Smith, the editor of Village
magazine, has told the Irish Times that
it was Paddy Cosgrave, the founder of
Web Summit, who put Bowes in touch
with the magazine about the story
of Varadkar’s leaking of the draft GP
contract to Ó Tuathail.
Ó Tuathail recently settled a libel
action against Cosgrave for tweets that
had been posted about him. Last August, Cosgrave published an apology to
Ó Tuathail on his Twitter account over
the issue.
Cosgrave said in the apology: “I
would like to unreservedly apologise
to Dr Ó Tuathaill. He is, like all doctors
in Ireland, doing his best in the fight
against Covid-19.”
Bowes said that the libel action had
nothing to do with the publication of
the story on Varadkar. He also said he
had “no axe to grind” with Ó Tuathail.
“What we’ve been doing since
March, really, is collating this stuff,
getting it legally checked, investigating
it, going through it in forensic detail,
and strategising how best to effect the
changes that are necessary due to this
type of behaviour,” he said.

‘Kangaroo court’

The rapid-fire questioning of ministers
in trouble is a relatively recent parliamentary tradition. It started in earnest
in 2017, when Fianna Fáil wanted
Frances Fitzgerald, the then Minister
for Justice, to answer questions on the
handling of the case of Garda whistleblower Maurice McCabe.
Varadkar was angry that Fitzgerald,
who was later found by the Disclosures Tribunal to have acted appropriately, had to resign at the time. But it
was his turn to undergo the same type
of Q and A last week.
Fine Gael TDs hated seeing Varadkar
having to pop up and down repeatedly
from his seat for the stream of concise
questions from Pearse Doherty, the
Sinn Féin finance spokesman, and
many other TDs.
“It’s inhumane. It’s a kangaroo
court,” one of them complained.
Fine Gael grumbled privately that
Sinn Féin was throwing accusations at
Varadkar while facing very few questions about how three of its constituency offices in the North had failed
to promptly return small business
support grants of £10,000 which were
paid in error.
Varadkar got through his Dáil grilling. “It was a flesh wound rather than
a fatal bullet,” one opposition TD said.
Fine Gael TDs maintain that the
Varadkar controversy has not generated the same tsunami of texts, email
and social media messages they got
about the access to records from the
Mother and Baby Homes Commission.
“I didn’t get one phone call about it,”
one said.
But Micheál Martin, the Taoiseach, had to face a barrage of internal
criticism in Fianna Fáil for accepting
Varadkar’s explanation. “You’re a disgrace. You disgust me,” backbencher
Marc MacSharry said during his outburst in the meeting.
“Micheál was taken aback by it,”

one Fianna Fáil source said.
It was no small irony that the
complaints about Martin defending
Varadkar for leaking a document were

themselves being simultaneously
leaked out of the Fianna Fáil meeting.
In the pre-Covid-19 days, it was
harder for TDs and senators to give

live updates because they could be
spotted on their smartphones. But they
can leak away without any such constraints nowadays, because the meet-

ings are all online on Zoom.
The controversy also gave Jim
O’Callaghan, the Fianna Fáil
Dublin Bay South TD, another
opportunity to display his
alternative approach as a
potential future Fianna Fáil
leader.
He had tweeted that it
was “wrong” for Varadkar to send a government document with
“confidential not for
circulation” printed in
big letters on its front
page. His stance earned
him pats on the back
from other Fianna Fáil
TDs unhappy with Martin’s
leadership. Martin had said
it was “inappropriate” and not
“best practice”, but that Varadkar
had not broken any law. He also said
he had confidence in the Tánaiste.
“Micheál should have not given Leo
an easy pass. Jim got it right,” one Fianna Fáil TD said.
Needless to say, Fine Gael was unhappy. “I can’t understand what the
O’Callaghans of this world are at. Are
they seriously suggesting we should go
down the road of a general election?”
one Fine Gael minister said.
Watching on, Varadkar is well aware
of the difficulties that his actions have
created for Martin and Eamon Ryan,
the Green Party leader.
“Leo would be highly cognisant of
that,” a Varadkar ally said.
Peadar Toibín, the Aontú leader,
was one of those who pointed out that
Martin was backing Varadkar, even
though he had sacked Barry Cowen
and accepted the resignation of Dara
Calleary from the Department of Agriculture. But, as Varadkar put on the
record in the Dáil last week, he had
nothing to do with the two departures
of either Fianna Fáil ministers.
Cowen told the Business Post that
Varadkar’s Dáil statement on the leak
was the end of the matter. “There’s an
acknowledgement that it was a mistake, it was an error, but it wasn’t fatal,
it didn’t enrich anyone and there was
no breach of cabinet confidentiality,”
he said.
“There’s a belief among some that if
a mistake is made, no matter where it
is on the Richter scale, that one should
be hounded out of office. That has to
stop too.”
Cowen’s surprise intervention in the
controversy to support Varadkar has
earned him kudos from Fine Gael. “I
always thought he was an underrated
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Varadkar is well aware
of the difficulties that
his actions created for
Micheál Martin and
Eamon Ryan

politician, given his abilities,” one Fine
Gael figure said approvingly.
It is still unclear whether Varadkar
will take legal action against Village, after his complaint that their
article about his leak of the contract
contained claims that were “grossly
defamatory”. He has said he has not
decided, while Village has insisted that
it stands over its story. A government
source said he was “not in the habit of
running to the courts”.

Fine Gael ministers believed that
the chastening experience will make
Varadkar think twice before doing
the same again.
“I can see what he was trying
to do, but I think he’ll definitely
learn from it,” one said.
Varadkar already signalled
himself that he is now going
to be “more formal” in his
official dealings. But a key
ally said that he would still
be accessible to people.
“One of the reasons he’s
achieved things as minister
is that he’s always had a
policy of engaging. He will
continue engaging,” he said.
Only the most naive political
operator would say that leaking
information such as a draft GP
contract is confined to Varadkar.
Indeed, few interesting or accurate political stories would be published if all
politicians suddenly decided to stick to
the “official line”.
Giving a heads-up to journalists,
trade unions, representative bodies
and even fellow politicians is all part of
the political game. It can help to build
trust and get deals across the line. But
it is meant to happen in the shadows.
It has been damaging for Varadkar to
have his leak of the GP contract publicly exposed. The government has the
votes to easily defeat Sinn Féin’s motion of no confidence in Varadkar in
the Dáil on Tuesday, but this will keep
the issue on the political agenda for
another week.
Bowes is now planning to launch
a new healthcare think tank in the
coming weeks to highlight problems
in how the service is being delivered.
“What I want to see is reform. I don’t
want to see destruction. I want to see
things change for the better. I think, in
a modern developed society where we
have hundreds of billions of euro being
pumped into the health service, we
must keep asking the question: ‘How
are we managing to get it so wrong?’”
he said.
There have been mutterings on the
Fine Gael side in government about
whether Bowes has thought through
what impact all of this might have on
his healthcare businesses. But he said
he was going to proceed with making
a complaint to the gardaí about Varadkar’s leaking of the GP contract.
“I know how this stuff works. I’ve
had messages, anonymous phone
calls, I’ve had it all. I don’t scare easy.
You only take fire when you’re over
the target,” he said.

